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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Assessment of
Society&apos;s Awareness, Acceptance, and Demand for Robotic Wait Staff in Restaurant
Operations | Some restaurants suffer from slow or poor service and there is often the possibility of
credit card fraud when wait staff disappear with your credit card. This book consists of an
assessment of participants&apos; acceptance for mobile, humanoid robots in the role of robotic
waiters in restaurants. The book also includes the consumer demand for Microsoft Surface
Computers to be possibly used as restaurant tables capable of electronic order entry, payment, and
entertainment. The social impacts of such high technology upon the human occupation of waiter or
waitress were also examined relative to the resistance to automation from current human wait
staff. The overall results of the study were moderate demand for robotic waiters, strong demand for
Microsoft Surface Computers, and resistance to robotic waiters among most wait staff. This book
will be useful to anyone who is interested in humanoid robotics or artificial intelligence. It will also
appeal to restaurant managers who seek to increase workforce automation by using robotic servers
with touch screen computers or tabletop devices for order entry, pay at the table, and...
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The most e ective pdf i possibly read. It is amongst the most amazing publication i actually have go through. You are going to like the way the author
publish this pdf.
-- Chelsea Durgan PhD-- Chelsea Durgan PhD

I actually started o  looking over this pdf. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Bertrand Anderson DDS-- Mr. Bertrand Anderson DDS
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